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for those who are here just to get a blast of his jazzy, passionate style, it's hard to beat the ever-surprising t-pain. as an example, t-pains next single, "buy u a drank (shawty snappin) 5" is a sound byte-filled take on the hook that is one of hip-hop's most recognizable songs. his
hits are drenched with the kind of infectious energy that you can't help but sing along to. love t-pain? you could win some money! the king of pain has launched a new song contest where fans can win cd or merch prizes. registration is free and will begin on january 18. those

interested can sign up here. the grand prize is a brand new autographed t-pain cd, and the first-place winner will also get a tour of t-pain's studio and a meet-and-greet with the king. it is rare for a debut album to be successful without a lead single. but for t-pain's tp, that single
is auto-tune the news - a quirky, catchy, breathy jingle that still has us looking for the lyric sheet. it's hard to know whether it's supposed to be a left-handed compliment or an attempt at humor. "she's just a little," we hear him declare, "got a little auto-tune." and we're left to
wonder, "and what's that?" mike will made-it's hit single no pressure may have been the first sign that we'd entered a new era of hip-hop, but t-pain's buy u a drank (shawty snappin') was the first real indication that he'd become a star. the billboard hot 100-charting smash is

one of the best-selling rap singles of all time. it was also one of the first no-cap-needed dance songs to appear on the hot 100, and it was the first to top the hot 100 in three weeks.
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computer - t-pain is without a doubt one of the most popular rappers of our generation. he is regularly referred to as the

mixtape king, a title he achieved through a string of chart topping hits and other mixtapes. his innovative style and
unpredictable flow have made him a popular artist within the hip hop scene, and a prime example of an artist with a

distinct sound who is constantly experimenting with his art and style. a lot of the time t-pain's lyrics are quite offensive or
vulgar. he is not afraid to refer to drugs and sex in his music, and a lot of his song titles are simply absurd. the biggest

issue with electronic music is that most of the time the songs are so electronic that the music is not appealing. t-pain has
always been the exception. he brings a lot of pop sensibility and a lot of musicality to his songs. he is a much better mc
then he is a rapper. he is a lot of fun and he has a very good sense of humor. he is a very entertaining guy, too. it is also
important to realize that in order to get a full idea of the scope of the t-pain effect, you have to have been listening to the

artist since about 2000. it is only then that you will begin to hear the difference in his voice. there is a very significant
difference between the sound of t-pain as a solo artist and the sound of t-pain as a part of the group clipse. 5ec8ef588b
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